Conservative surgical treatment of adenomyosis to improve fertility: Controversial values, indications, complications, and pregnancy outcomes.
Uterine adenomyosis was first reported in the 19(th) century and early 20(th) century; von Rokitansky described it in 1860. Since then, the general clinical, pathological, and radiologic findings and potentially useful management methods have been reviewed in many studies. Some authors commented that conservative surgical treatment is impracticable as it is not possible to isolate the adenomyotic tissue adequately; therefore, the authors suggested that hysterectomy is the only rational and complete procedure. There is more evidence supporting the advantages of conservative uterine-sparing surgery in providing not only more effective symptom relief, but also longer durable symptom control for symptomatic women with uterine adenomyosis, because the main problem secondary to uterine adenomyosis, dysmenorrhea, can be improved significantly, up to 80%. Menorrhea was also improved in more than two-thirds of patients after type I uterine-sparing surgery, and half of the patients saw benefit in symptom control after type II conservative uterine-sparing surgery. In addition, there was no negative impact on reproductive performance after conservative uterine-sparing surgery, and in fact, reproductive performance seemed to be improved compared with that after medical treatment-not only was there a higher cumulative pregnancy rate, but also a higher cumulative final successful delivery rate. However, there is no doubt that the data supporting the above-mentioned benefits for symptomatic women with uterine adenomyosis after conservative uterine-sparing surgery are limited, suggesting that the benefit may be moderate. In fact, one of the main indications for surgery is temporary pain relief in women seeking spontaneous conception. However, the effect of surgery on pain is usually only temporarily satisfactory, and the risk of complications varies according to the type of lesion extirpated. In light of this, an extensive review of this topic addressing conservative surgical treatment for adenomyosis to improve fertility, including controversial values, indications, complications, and pregnancy outcomes, might be very important, and might help physicians in managing these patients in the future.